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1. INTRODUCTION
Let V be a vector space over a field F. An element x g End V isF
called finitary if dim xV - ‘. The finitary transformations of V form an
Ž . Ž .ideal fg l V of the Lie algebra gl V of all linear transformations of V.
A Lie algebra is called finitary if it is isomorphic to a subalgebra of
Ž .fg l V for some V. The aim of this paper is to classify infinite dimensional
finitary simple Lie algebras over a field of characteristic 0. We also
describe finitary irreducible Lie algebras. Since any simple Lie algebra can
be considered as an algebra over its centroid and the latter is central
simple, we can restrict ourselves to the case of central simple Lie algebras.
We prove the following main theorem.
THEOREM 1.1. Let F be a field of characteristic 0. Then any infinite
dimensional central finitary simple Lie algebra o¤er F is isomorphic to one of
the following algebras:
Ž . Ž .1 a finitary special linear algebra fs l V, P ;
Ž . Ž s .2 a finitary special unitary algebra fsu V, F ;
Ž . Ž s .3 a finitary orthogonal algebra fo V, C ;
Ž . Ž s .4 a finitary symplectic algebra fsp V, Q .
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Here V is a right ¤ector space o¤er a finite dimensional di¤ision F-algebra D; D
Ž .is central, except in case 2 where the center of D is a quadratic extension of
Ž .F; s is an in¤olution an antiautomorphism of order 1 or 2 of D such that
F is the set of central s-in¤ariant elements of D; Fs, Cs, and Qs are
nondegenerate forms on V; and P is a total subspace of the dual V U.
Ž . Ž . Ž .The definitions of the algebras 1 ] 4 for arbitrary F are given in
Section 6. They are central finitary simple Lie algebras. Note that Theo-
w xrem 1.1 is similar to Hall's classification 9 of simple locally finite groups
of finitary linear transformations.
Ž . Ž .Theorem 8.2 describes finitary modules for the algebras 1 ] 4 . It turns
out that any such module is a direct sum of a trivial submodule, modules
Žisomorphic to V, and for the case of the finitary special linear algebras
.only modules isomorphic to P.
If F is algebraically closed, then there are no nontrivial finite dimen-
sional division algebras, so we have the following corollary.
COROLLARY 1.2. Let F be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0.
Then any infinite dimensional finitary simple Lie algebra o¤er F is isomorphic
to one of the following:
Ž . Ž .1 a finitary special linear algebra fs l V, P ;
Ž . Ž .2 a finitary orthogonal algebra fo V, C ;
Ž . Ž .3 a finitary symplectic algebra fsp V, Q .
Ž .Here V is a ¤ector space o¤er F; C resp. Q is a nondegenerate symmetric
Ž . Uresp. skew-symmetric form on V; and P is a total subspace of the dual V .
w xCorollary 1.2 has been proven in 5 . Note that there we use the notation
Ž . Ž . Žt V, P instead of fs l V, P . It easily follows from Corollary 1.2 see also
w x. Ž .4, Theorem 1.3 that any finitary simple Lie algebra of infinite count-
able dimension over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic 0 is
Ž . Ž . Ž .isomorphic to one of the following algebras: sl F , o F , and sp F .‘ ‘ ‘
These algebras can be represented as the direct limits of natural embed-
dings of the relevant classical simple Lie algebras.
Assume now that F s R is the field of real numbers. By the Frobenius
theorem, there are only three finite dimensional real division algebras: R,
the field of complex numbers C, and the algebra of quaternions H.
THEOREM 1.3. Any real infinite dimensional central finitary simple Lie
algebra is isomorphic to one of the following algebras:
Ž . Ž . Ž .D s R: fs l V, P , fo V, C , fsp V, Q ;
Ž s .D s C: fsu V, F ;
Ž . Ž s . Ž s .D s H: fs l V, P , fo V, C , fsp V, Q .
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Here V is a right ¤ector space o¤er D s R, C, or H; s is the standard
in¤olution in D s C, H; C, Q, Fs, Cs, and Qs are nondegenerate forms;
and P is a total subspace of the dual V U.
For the case of countable dimension one can get the complete classifica-
Ž .tion. Denote by M F the algebra of n = n matrices over F s R, C, or H;n
Ž . ‘ Ž .and by M F s D M F the algebra of infinite matrices with finite‘ ns1 n
numbers of nonzero entries. Let d ‹ d be the standard involution in
U t tŽ .F s C, H. For X g M F set X s X where X is the matrix transpose‘
to X. Set
0 1 0 1 0 1J s diag , , . . . , , . . . ,ž / ž / ž /ž /y1 0 y1 0 y1 0
I s diag y1, . . . , y1 , 1, 1, . . . , k s 0, 1, 2, . . . ,ž /k ^ ‘ _
k
I s diag y1, 1, y1, 1, . . . , y1, 1, . . . .Ž .‘
The algebras
Ž . Ž .  Ž . 41 sl C s X g M C N tr X s 0 ,‘ ‘
Ž . Ž .  Ž . t 42 o C s X g M C N X q X s 0 ,‘ ‘
Ž . Ž .  Ž . t 43 sp C s X g M C N X J q JX s 0‘ ‘
are finitary and simple as R-algebras, and any other real finitary simple Lie
Ž .algebra of countable dimension is central see Proposition 7.4 .
THEOREM 1.4. The algebras
Ž . Ž .  Ž . 41 sl R s X g M R N tr X s 0 ,‘ ‘
Ž . Ž .  Ž . t 42 o R, k s X g M R N X I q I X s 0 , k s 0, 1, . . . , ‘,‘ ‘ k k
Ž . Ž .  Ž . t 43 sp R s X g M R N X J q JX s 0 ,‘ ‘
Ž . Ž .  Ž . U 44 su C, k s X g M C N tr X s 0, X I q I X s 0 , k s‘ ‘ k k
0, 1, . . . , ‘,
Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž U . 45 sl H s X g M H N tr X q X s 0 ,‘ ‘
Ž . Ž .  Ž . U 46 o H, k s X g M H N X I q I X s 0 , k s 0, 1, . . . , ‘,‘ ‘ k k
Ž . Ž .  Ž . U 47 sp H s X g M H N X J q JX s 0‘ ‘
are all pairwise nonisomorphic, central real finitary simple Lie algebras of
countable dimension.
All these algebras can be constructed as the direct limits of natural
embeddings of relevant classical real simple Lie algebras. Note that the
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Ž . Ž . Ž .algebras o H, k and sp H are often denoted as sp H, k s lim‘ ‘ ‘
U UŽ . Ž . Ž .sp H, k and u H s lim u H , respectively.n ‘ n
Ž . Ž . Ž .The algebras 1 ] 7 from Theorem 1.4 as well as the algebras sl C ,‘
Ž . Ž .o C , and sp C often appear in the literature. For instance, Bahturin‘ ‘
w x w xand Benkart 1 described their weight and root lattices. Natarajan 16
w xstudied unitary questions for their highest weight modules. Olshanskii 17
investigated representations of the corresponding infinite dimensional
classical groups. Finitary simple Lie algebras form a natural subclass of
wso-called diagonal locally finite Lie algebras. The latter are studied in 3, 4,
x w x6 ; see also Zalesskii's survey 18 .
Theorem 1.1 is certainly true for any field F of positive odd characteris-
tic. So we would like to state the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1.5. Theorem 1.1 holds for any field F of characteristic
/ 2.
In the last section we classify finitary irreducible Lie algebras. The
theorem below holds for any field of characteristic / 2 provided Theo-
Ž .rems 1.1 and 8.2 for irreducible finitary modules are valid in the case of
positive odd characteristic. In the proof we use recent results of Leinen
w xand Puglisi 13]15 for finitary irreducible Lie algebras.
Ž .THEOREM 1.6. Let F be a field of characteristic 0 and let L : fg l V be
an infinite dimensional finitary irreducible Lie algebra o¤er F. Let D be the
centralizer of the L-module V. Then D is a finite dimensional di¤ision
w xF-algebra, V can be considered as a right ¤ector space o¤er D, L , L is
simple, and one of the following holds:
Ž . w x Ž . Ž .1 L , L s fs l V, P : L : fg l V, P ;
Ž . w x Ž s . Ž s .2 L , L s fsu V, F : L : fu V, F ;
Ž . w x Ž s .3 L , L s L s fo V, C ;
Ž . w x Ž s .4 L , L s L s fsp V, Q .
w x w xMoreo¤er, if L , L is central simple, then either L s L , L is central
Ž . Ž s .simple or L s fg l V, P or fu V, F .
Notation. Throughout the paper F is the ground field; char F s 0
except in Sections 5, 6, and 10 where F is arbitrary; P is a field extension
of F; F is the algebraic closure of F; D is a finite dimensional division
w xalgebra over F; and G is the center of D, G : F s 1, 2. Let V be a vector
space over F. We shall denote V ( V m P and V s V s V m F. WeP F F F
identify V with the subset V m 1 in V . Unless otherwise stated, modulesF P
considered in the paper are assumed to be left. Let A be an algebra and
Ž . Ž .opM be a left A-module. The centralizer D of M is the algebra End M ,A
so M can be considered as a right D-module. In view of this, vector spaces
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over skew fields are usually assumed to be right in the paper. For a finite
dimensional Lie algebra L we denote by LŽ‘. the smallest member of the
Ž‘. w xderived series of L. Note that L is perfect, i.e., L, L s L. All finitary
Ž .or, more generally, locally finite Lie algebras are assumed to be infinite
Ž .dimensional. A L is the augmentation ideal of the universal enveloping
Ž .algebra U L for a Lie algebra L. This is the ideal of codimension 1
generated by all x g L.
2. FINITE DIMENSIONAL CENTRAL SIMPLE LIE ALGEBRAS
The aim of this section is to recall Jacobson's classification of finite
dimensional central simple Lie algebras of classical type over a field of
w xcharacteristic 0 12, Chap. X and to prove some auxiliary lemmas. First we
Žneed to recall the notion of a centroid. Let A be an arbitrary not
. Ž .necessarily associative or Lie algebra. The algebra of multiplications T A
is the subalgebra of End A generated by all left and right multiplications
Ž .l : x ‹ ax and r : x ‹ xa. The centroid G of A is the centralizer of T Aa a
in the algebra End A. If A is simple, then G is a field and A can be
represented as a G-algebra. Moreover, the G-algebra A is central; that is,
its centroid coincides with G. We shall often use the following well-known
Ž w x.fact see 12, Theorem 10.1.3 .
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let A be a central simple algebra o¤er F and let P be a
field extension of F. Then A is central simple.P
Throughout the rest of this section all algebras considered are finite
dimensional.
Let L be a central simple Lie algebra over a field F. Then, by
Proposition 2.1, L is a simple Lie algebra over F. Since F is algebraically
closed, we know all simple Lie algebras over F:
A n G 1 , B n G 2 , C n G 3 , D n G 4 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n
F , G , E , E , and E .4 2 6 7 8
Ž .If L is in this list, we say that L is of type X X s A, B, . . . . Usually then
subscript n will be omitted and we shall say that L is of type A, of type B,
and so on. It is often convenient not to distinguish types B and D, so we
shall say that L is of type BD if it is of type either B or D. The algebras of
types A, B, C, and D are called classical. Note that by Jacobson's
classification the algebras of type A should be subdivided into two sub-
classes: AI and AII. To expose this classification, we need to recall some
properties of finite dimensional central simple associative algebras.
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Let A be a finite dimensional central simple algebra over a field G of
characteristic 0; i.e., the center of A coincides with G. Then, by the
Ž .Wedderburn theorem, A can be identified with an algebra M D of alln
n = n matrices over a skew field D. Moreover, D is a finite dimensional
Ž .central division algebra over G. Considering M D as a Lie algebra undern
Ž .the usual commutator, we get the algebra gl D . Its commutantn
w xsl D s gl D , gl D s x g gl D N tr x g D , D 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n
I Žis a central simple Lie G-algebra of type A or, as we shall also denote,
IŽ ..A D .
Assume now that the ring A has an involution a , i.e., an antiautomor-
phism of order 1 or 2. The set F of a-invariant elements of G is a subfield.
If F s G, then a is an involution of the first kind. Otherwise, G is a
quadratic extension of F and a is of the second kind. The set
a  a 4h A s a g A N a s yaŽ .
of skew-Hermitian elements of A is a Lie F-algebra under the usual
a Ž .commutator. If a is of the first kind, then h A is a central simple Lie
Ž . Ž . Ž .algebra of type either B D , or C D , or D D . If a is of the second kind,
then the commutant
a a a a w xsh A s h A , h A s x g h A N tr x g D , D 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
IIŽ .is a central simple Lie F-algebra of type A D .
Let L be a central simple Lie algebra. Recall that a field P = F is called
splitting for L if L is split; i.e., the set of diagonal matrices in the adjointP
representation for some choice of a basis in L is a Cartan subalgebra ofP
L . Note that the algebraic closure F is a splitting field for L. It is alsoP
known that L has the same root system and representation theory as L.P
Since there always exists a finite normal field extension P of L such that
L is split, we often prefer to work with L instead of L.P P
Now let L be classical and let P be a splitting field for L. Let us fix a
splitting Cartan subalgebra of L and a base a , . . . , a of the rootP 1 n
system. Let v , . . . , v be the relevant fundamental weights. The irre-1 n
ducible L -module of highest weight v is called standard. We say that anP 1
L -module is natural, if it is either standard or dual to it. One can checkP
that the latter notion does not depend on the choice of a splitting Cartan
subalgebra and a base of the root system.
We shall always identify L with the subset L m 1 in L . So anyF P P
Ž .L -module W can be regarded as the L-module W x L over the field F .P
The following is well known.
LEMMA 2.2. Let V be an irreducible L -module. Then V x L is a sum ofP
isomorphic irreducible L-modules.
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Proof. Fix any irreducible submodule M of V x L. Then FM s V. It
remains to note that FM is a sum of L-modules isomorphic to M.
In view of Lemma 2.2, we have the following definition. An irreducible
Ž .L-module is called standard resp. natural if it is isomorphic to a submod-
Ž .ule of the restriction of the standard resp. natural L-module to L. We
have L : L : L for any algebraic field extension P of F. Since L isP
central, L is simple. One can easily see that a simple L-module V isP
Ž .standard resp. natural if and only if it is isomorphic to a submodule of
Ž .the restriction of the standard resp. natural L -module to L. One canP
also check that an L-module is natural if and only if it is either standard
or dual to standard.
Let L be a central simple Lie algebra over F and let P be a finite
normal extension of F such that L is a split Lie algebra. Assume that LP P
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .is of type either A n G 1 , or B n G 2 , or C n G 3 , or D n G 5n n n n
Ž .the case D is exceptional . Denote by W the standard L -module and by4 P
E the associative F-algebra generated by L in End W. Note that, by
Lemma 2.2, W x L is a sum of isomorphic irreducible L-modules, so E is
simple. The following can be derived from Jacobson's results. Assume that
w x Ž I.L is of type A. Then either E is central simple and L s E, E type A
or the center G : P of E is a quadratic extension of F, there exits an
a Ž . Ž II .involution a of E of the second kind, and L s sh E type A . If L is
of type B, C, or D, then E is central simple, there exists an involution a
a Ž .of E of the first kind, and L s h E .
Let L be a Lie algebra and let A be an associative enveloping algebra
Ž . Žof L, that is, a quotient of the augmentation ideal A L the ideal
. Ž . Žgenerated by all x g L of the universal enveloping algebra U L . We
Ž . Ž .prefer to work with A L instead of U L and do not require the existence
.of the identity in A. Denote by I the kernel of the natural homomor-
Ž .phism A L “ A. Assume that A has an involution a . We say that a is
compatible if x a s yx for all x g L. Since A is generated by L, there
exists at most one compatible involution of A. One easily checks that
Ž . Ž .A L has a compatible involution we denote it by a . Assume that A has
a compatible involution. Then it is clear that I a s I and this involution is
Ž . ainherited from A L . Conversely, if I s I, then A inherits a compatible
involution. We summarize our results in the following lemma.
LEMMA 2.3. Let L be a finite dimensional central simple Lie algebra o¤er
F. Assume that L is classical and rk L ) 4. Let V be the standard L-module.
Denote by E the F-algebra generated by L : End V and by I the annihilator of
Ž .V in A L . Then E is simple and one of the following holds:
Ž . I w xi L is of type A , E is central simple, and L s E, E ;
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Ž . II aii L is of type A , I s I, the center G of E is a quadratic extension
a Ž .of F, F is the set of a-in¤ariant elements of G, and L s sh E ;
Ž . aiii L is of type B, C, or D; I s I, E is central simple, and
a Ž .L s h E .
Ž .Since E is simple, by the Wedderburn theorem, there exists a unique
Ž . Ž .number k and a unique skew field D s D L such that E is isomorphic
Ž .to the matrix algebra M D . Moreover, the center G of E coincides withk
the center of D. Recall that G s F if L is not of type AII and G is a
quadratic extension of F if L is of type AII. Recall also that the dimension
of any finite dimensional central simple associative algebra is a square.
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let L be a classical central simple Lie algebra o¤er F
and let V be the standard L-module. Let n be the dimension of the standard
2 IIw Ž . xL-module and let l s D L : G . Then dim V s 2 ln if L is of type A , and
dim V s ln, otherwise.
2Ž . w Ž . x w xProof. We have E m F ( M F , so E L : G s E m F : F s n .G n G
Ž . Ž .On the other hand, E L ( M D for some k. Comparing the dimensionsk
of these G-algebras, we conclude that n s kl. Since V is the standard
Ž . w xM D -module, V can be considered as a right D-module and V : D s kk
w x w xw xw xs nrl. It remains to note that V : F s V : D D : G G : F .
ŽWe say that an embedding of classical split simple Lie algebras over the
.same field is natural if the restriction of the standard Q -module to Q2 1
contains a unique nontrivial composition factor and the latter is natural.
Clearly, this implies that Q and Q have the same type A, BD, or C.1 2
LEMMA 2.5. Let L ; L be classical central simple Lie algebras of the1 2
I IIŽ .same type A , A , BD, or C . Assume that L ; L is a natural embedding.1 2
Then the following conditions are equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 D L s D L ;1 2
Ž .2 the restriction of a natural L -module to L contains a unique2 1
nontri¤ial composition factor.
Proof. Let P be a finite normal extension of F such that L and L1 P 2 P
are split Lie algebras. Clearly, the embedding L ; L is natural. Set1 P 2 P
w xr s P : F . Let W be a natural L -module and let W be a natural2 2 P 1
submodule of W x L . Set n s dim W . Clearly, n is the dimension of2 1 P i P i i
2 Ž .the standard L -module. Let l be the dimension of D L over its centeri i i
G . Then, by Proposition 2.4, the dimension of a natural L -module isi i
Žeither 2 l n or l n , i s 1, 2. It follows that W x L is a sum of rr2 l ori i i i i i i
. Ž .rrl natural L -modules. Assume that 1 holds. Then l s l . Thereforei i 1 2
the restriction of a natural L -module to L contains exactly one nontriv-2 1
Ž .ial composition factor and the latter is natural, so 2 holds. Conversely,
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Ž .assume that 2 holds. Then, obviously l s l . Let V be a natural1 2 2
L -module and let V be the natural submodule of V x L . Denote by E2 1 2 1 i
the algebra generated by L in End V . We identify E with the corre-i i 1
Ž .sponding subalgebra in E . Recall that E ( M D for some k , and2 i k i ii
Ž .D s D L is the centralizer of the E -module V . Therefore V can bei i i i i
considered as a right vector space over D . Recall that the action of Di 2
commutes with the action of E . Therefore, for each d g D , the space2 2
V d is an E -submodule of V isomorphic to V . In view of uniqueness,1 1 2 1
V D s V . It follows that D centralizes E in End V , so D : D . Now1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
since dim D s dim D , we have D s D , as required.2 1 2 1
DEFINITION 2.6. An embedding L : L of classical central simple Lie1 2
Ž I II .algebras of the same type A , A , BD, or C is called natural if the
Ž .embedding L : L is natural and one of the equivalent conditions 11 2
Ž .and 2 of Lemma 2.5 holds.
LEMMA 2.7. Let L : L be central simple Lie algebras of type A.1 2
IIAssume that L has type A , L : L is a natural embedding, and the1 1 2
restriction of a natural L -module to L , contains a unique nontri¤ial composi-2 1
tion factor. Then L is of type AII.2
Proof. We use the notation in the proof of Lemma 2.5. Assume that L2
is of type AI. Then we have rr2 l s rrl , so l s 2 l ) l . On the other1 2 2 1 1
hand, we have as above D : D , i.e., l F l . The contradiction obtained2 1 2 1
proves the lemma.
LEMMA 2.8. Let L : M : L be finite dimensional simple Lie algebras.1 2
Assume that L and L are central simple Lie algebras of the same type1 2
I IIŽ .X s A , A , BD, or C , the embedding L : L is natural, and rk L ) 10.1 2 1
Then M is a central simple Lie algebra of type X and the embeddings L : M1
and M : L are natural.2
Proof. The central simplicity of M follows from Lemma 3.3 below, so
w xM is simple. By 4, Lemma 5.2 , the embeddings L : M and M : L are1 2
Ž .natural, so M has the same type as L and L A, BD, or C . Observe1 2
that the restrictions of a natural L -module to M and of a natural2
M-module to L have unique nontrivial composition factors. Since L and1 1
L are of the same type X, it follows from Lemma 2.7 that M is also of2
type X. Therefore the embeddings L : M and M : L are natural.1 2
3. SOME LEMMAS ON EMBEDDINGS
In this section we prove some auxiliary lemmas on embeddings of Lie
algebras. All Lie algebras considered are finite dimensional. The following
Ž w x.is well known see, for instance, 7, 1.5.6 .
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LEMMA 3.1. Let L be a Lie algebra o¤er F and let S be a Le¤i subalgebra
of L. Then Rad L s Rad L and S is a Le¤i subalgebra of L.
LEMMA 3.2. Let M be a simple Lie algebra o¤er F. Then
Ž .i M is semisimple;
Ž .ii M is simple if and only if M is central simple;
Ž .iii the projection of any nonzero element x g M to each simple
component of M is nonzero.
Ž .Proof. i By Lemma 3.1, Rad M s Rad Ms 0, so M is semisimple.
Ž . w xii This follows from 12, Theorem 10.1.3 .
Ž .iii Let M , . . . , M be the simple components of M. Assume that1 k
Xthe projection of x to M is zero. Then x g M s M [ ??? [ M . Note1 2 k
X Xthat M is an ideal in M, so M l M is a nontrivial ideal in M. Since M is
X Xsimple, we have M : M , so M : M . The contradiction obtained proves
the lemma.
Let L be a perfect Lie algebra over F. Let R s Rad L and S s S1
[ ??? [ S be a Levi subalgebra of L where S , . . . , S are the simplek 1 k
components of S.
LEMMA 3.3. Assume that there exist simple Lie algebras Q and Q of the1 2
same type o¤er F such that Q : L : Q and the embedding Q : Q is1 2 1 2
natural. Then there exists i such that Q : S [ R. Moreo¤er, if Q l L / 0,1 i 1
then S is central simple.i
Proof. By the Levi]Malcev theorem, there exists a Levi subalgebra T
of L such that Q : T ( S. Let T , . . . , T be the simple components of T.1 1 n
Note that Q is a simple submodule of the Q -module Q under the1 1 2
adjoint action. Moreover, since the embedding Q : Q is natural, Q has1 2 2
a unique composition factor isomorphic to Q . Since Q is a submodule of1 1
T s T [ ??? [ T : Q , we have Q : T for some j. It follows that1 n 2 1 j
Q : T [ R s Q [ R where Q is a simple component of some S . As-1 j i
sume now that there is a nonzero x g Q l L. Since Q is simple,1 1
x f Rad L, so x has a nonzero projection x to S . Therefore, by Lemma1 i
Ž . Ž .3.2 iii , x and x has a nonzero projection to each simple component of1
Ž .S . Since x g Q [ R, we have Q s S , so, by Lemma 3.2 ii , S is centrali i i
simple.
The following lemma for the case of algebraically closed fields has been
w xproven in 4, Lemma 4.6 .
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LEMMA 3.4. Let L : L be perfect subalgebras of a simple Lie algebra S1 2 3
such that L l Rad L s 0. Let also S : S be Le¤i subalgebras of L and1 2 1 2 1
L , respecti¤ely. Assume that the algebras S , S , and S are central simple2 1 2 3
and S : S : S are natural embeddings of classical simple Lie algebras of1 2 3
Ž . Xthe same type A, B, C, or D . Then there exists a Le¤i subalgebra S of L2 2
such that L : SX .1 2
X w xProof. Set R s Rad L and R s R , R for i s 1, 2. One can as-i i i i i
sume that R / 0. Recall that for each element r g R one can define a2 2
Ž .special automorphism u of L viar 2
1 1 n2ad ru s e s 1 q ad r q ad r q ??? q ad r q ??? .Ž . Ž .r 2 n!
Clearly, u permutes Levi subalgebras. Moreover, by the Levi]Malcevr
Ž .theorem, any Levi subalgebra of L has the form u S for some r g R .2 r 2 2
We shall prove that there exists a special automorphism u of L such that2
Ž . X Žu L : S [ R . This will imply our assertion. Indeed, note that Rad S1 2 2 2
X .Ž‘. X[ R : R ; R . Therefore, applying induction on dim R to the se-2 2 2 2
quence
Ž .‘Xu L : S [ R : S ,Ž . Ž .1 2 2 3
Ž Ž .. X y1Ž y1Ž ..we find u such that u u L : S . Hence L : S s u u S , as1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2
required.
Xw xWe have L s S [ R . Note also that R , R s R and L l R s 0.i i i 2 2 2 1 2
w xSince the embeddings S : S : S are natural, by 4, Lemma 4.6 , there1 2 3
Ž . Ž .exists r g R such that u L : S . In particular, u L : S . Each2 r 1 2 r 1 2
element l g L can be uniquely represented in the form l s s q n where1 l l
s g S and n g R . We havel 2 l 2
w x Xu l s s q n q r , s q r ,Ž .r l l l
X X Xw xwhere r g R . It follows that n q r, s g R for all l g L . Represent r2 l l 2 1
in the form r s r q a r q ??? qa r where r , . . . , r g R and1 2 2 n n 1 n 2
 41, a , . . . , a are linearly independent over F elements of F. Then we2 n
w x Xhave n q r , s g R for all l g L . Thereforel 1 l 2 1
w x Xu l s s q n q r , s q ??? g s q R for all l g L ,Ž .r l l 1 l l 2 11
XŽ .so u L : S q R , as required. The lemma follows.r 1 2 21
LEMMA 3.5. Let L ; L be a natural embedding of classical simple Lie1 2
algebras of the same type of ranks m G 4 and n, respecti¤ely, o¤er an
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algebraically closed field. Let V be a nontri¤ial irreducible L -module different2
wŽ . xfrom the standard one and dual to it. Then dim L V G n y m r2 .1
Proof. Let a , . . . , a and v , . . . , v be the simple roots and the1 n 1 n
fundamental weights of L ; a , . . . , a and v , . . . , v be those2 nymq1 n nymq1 n
of L . Let l s a v q ??? qa v be the highest weight of V. By assump-1 1 1 n n
tion, l / v and, for type A, l / v , v . For a root a denote by X the1 1 n a
wŽ . xcorresponding root element of L . Set s s n y m r2 y 1. We shall2
prove that there exist weights m , . . . , m of V and i G n y m q 1 such0 s
² : Ž ² : Ž . Ž .that m , a ) 0 for 0 F k F s. Here b , a s 2 b , a r a , a wherek i
Ž ., is the standard nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on the weight
.system associated with the Killing form. This will imply the lemma.
² :Indeed, fix any nonzero vector ¤ of weight m . Since m , a ) 0, wek k k i
Ž w Ž .x.have w s X ¤ / 0 see, for instance, 8, Proposition 8.7.3 iii . As allk ya ki
w are in different weight spaces, they are linearly independent, sok
wŽ . xdim L V G s q 1 s n y m r2 , as required.1
Ž w x.We have used the following fact see 8, Corollary 8.7.1 : if m is a
² :weight of V and m, a ) 0, then m y a is a weight of V. Set a s a ,j j i i i
a s a q a q ??? qa for i - j, and a s a q a q ??? qa fori j i iq1 j i j i iy1 j
i ) j. It easily follows from the above fact that, if a / 0, then l y a is ai i j
weight of V for any 1 F j F n, except possibly in the cases when L is of2
type D and either i s n or j s n. Consider the following cases.n
Case 1: a / 0 for some n y m q 1 F i - n. Then m s l yi k
² :a , 0 F k F s, are weights of V and m , a ) 0 for all k, asi, iy1yk k iq1
required.
Case 2: a / 0. Set m s l y a , 0 F k F s. Then for L ofn k n, ny3yk
² : ² :types B , C , and D for all k we have m , a ) 0, m , a ) 0,n n n k n k ny1
² :and m , a ) 0, respectively, as required. Assume that L is of typek ny2
² :A . If a G 2, then we have m , a ) 0, as desired. So one can supposen n k n
that a s 1. Then there exists i - n such that a ) 0. For k s 0, 1, . . . , sn i
Žset m s l y a if i ) s, and m s l y a , otherwise. Note that ink i, iyk k i, iqk
.the latter case i q k F 2 s - n y m. Then m , . . . , m are weights of V0 s
² :and m , a ) 0 for all k, as required.k n
Case 3: a / 0 for some i - n y m q 1, and a s ??? s a s 0.i iq1 n
Then m s l y a is a weight of V. Assume that i ) 1. Them m s li, nym
² :q v y v y v q v . In particular, m, a ) 0. Set m s miy1 i nym nymq1 iy1 k
Žy a if i ) s q 1, and m s m y a , otherwise. Noteiy1, iy1yk k iy1, iy1qk
.that in the latter case i y 1 q k F 2 s - n y m. Then m , . . . , m are0 s
² :weights of V and m , a ) 0 for all k, as required. Assume nowk nymq1
that i s 1. Then a G 2 and m s l y v y v q v . Since1 1 nym nymq1
² :m, a ) 0, we have that m s m y a , 0 F k F s, are weights of V.1 k 1, 1qk
² :It remains to note that m , a ) 0 for all k, as required.k nymq1
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4. NATURAL LOCAL SYSTEMS
Note that any finitary Lie algebra is locally finite; that is, each finitely
generated subalgebra is finite dimensional. Let L be a locally finite Lie
algebra. A set U of finite dimensional subalgebras of L is called a local
system if L s D L and for each pair L, M g U there is Q g U suchLg U
that L, M : Q. The latter property says that U is a directed set. Observe
that L is isomorphic to the corresponding direct limit of algebras from U.
In this section we construct ``natural'' local systems for finitary simple Lie
Žalgebras. First we recall some well-known facts on local systems see, for
w x.example, 2 .
LEMMA 4.1. Let U be a local system of a simple locally finitely Lie
algebra L and let Q be a finite dimensional subspace of L . Then the following
hold:
Ž .  Ž‘. < 4i L L g U is a local system of L consisting of perfect Lie
algebras.
Ž .  < 4ii L L g U , Q : L is a local system of L .
Ž .iii There exist L g U and a maximal ideal M of L such that Q : L
and Q l M s 0.
Ž .iv If U s N j ??? j N , then one of the N is a local system of L .1 k i
DEFINITION 4.2. A local system N of a finitary simple Lie algebra L is
Ž Ž . IŽ . IIŽ . Ž . Ž ..called natural of type X D s A D , A D , BD D , or C D if all
Ž .L g N are classical central simple Lie algebras of the same type X D
Ž .naturally embedded each into another. We say that L is of type X D if L
Ž .has a natural local system of type X D .
The following proposition shows that the type of central finitary simple
Lie algebra is determined uniquely.
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let L be a central finitary simple Lie algebra ha¤ing
Ž . Ž .natural local systems N and N of types X D and X D , respecti¤ely.1 2 1 1 2 2
Then X s X and D s D .1 2 1 2
Proof. Fix any N g N such that rk N ) 10. Find N g N and1 1 1 2 2
N X g N such that N ; N ; N X. Then, by Lemma 2.8, X s X and the1 1 1 2 1 1 2
embedding N ; N is natural. By definition, this implies that D s D , as1 2 1 2
required.
Ž .THEOREM 4.4. Let L ; fg l V be a finitary central simple Lie algebra.
Then L possesses a natural local system N. Moreo¤er, there exist submodules
W 0, W 1, and W 2 of V such that
Ž . 0 1 21 V s W [ W [ W ;
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Ž . 0 1 1 2 22 L W s 0, L W s W , and L W s W ;
Ž . i Ž .3 for each L g N , LW i s 1, 2 is a finite direct sum of isomorphic
natural L-modules;
Ž . 24 If W / 0, then there exists L g N such that the natural submod-
ules of LW 1 are not isomorphic to those of LW 2; in particular, W 2 s 0
whene¤er L is not of type AI.
Proof. Let U be a local system of L . Set L s L m F and V s V m F.F F
Clearly, V is a finitary L-module, so L is finitary. Since L is central, by
w xProposition 2.1, L is simple. Therefore, by 4, Theorem 5.1 , there exists a
natural local system T of L . Moreover, all algebras in T are of type
Ž .either A, or B, or C. Fix any nonzero element x g L . By Lemma 4.1 ii ,
one can assume that all algebras from U and T contain x. Fix any Q g T.
 < 4Since U s L L g U and T are local systems of L , there exist L g UQ
X Xand Q g T such that Q : L : Q . As Q l L g x / 0, by Lemma 3.3,Q Q
there exists a subalgebra M of L such that Q : M and M rRad MQ Q Q Q Q
is central simple. Replacing M by M Ž‘., one can assume that M isQ Q Q
perfect. Note that for each L g U there exists Q g T such that L : Q :
 < 4M , so L : M . Therefore M s M Q g T is a local system of L . FixQ Q Q
Ž .any M g M. By Lemma 4.1 iii , there exists M , M g M such that1 2 3
M : M : M and M l Rad M s 0 for i s 1, 2. We have1 2 3 i iq1
XQ : M : M : M : Q1 2 2
for some Q, QX g T. By the Levi]Malcev theorem, there exists a Levi
subalgebra P of M such that Q : P . Similarly, one can choose Levi1 1 1
subalgebras P of M and P of M such that we have Q : P : P : P2 2 3 3 1 2 3
: QX. Note that P , P , and P are simple. By Lemma 2.8, the algebras Q,1 2 3
X Ž .Q , P , P , and P are of the same type A, BD, or C and all the1 2 3
embeddings are natural. Now fix Levi subalgebras S of M such thati i
S : S : S . Note that the corresponding embeddings S : S : S are1 2 3 1 2 3
natural. Identifying M and M with their images in M rRad M ( S1 2 3 3 3
and applying Lemma 3.4, one can find a Levi subalgebra SX of M2 2
containing M . It follows that each M g M is contained in a central1
 < 4simple subalgebra S of L . Therefore G s S M g M is a local systemM M
of L . Note that all algebras from G are central simple. Moreover, by
Ž . I IILemma 4.1 iv , one can assume that they have the same type: A , A , BD,
X X Xor C. Note also that for all L, L g G with L : L the embedding L : L
is natural.
Fix any L g G. Let m be the rank of L and s s dim LV. Find Q g G
Ž .such that L ; Q and the rank of Q is greater than 2 s q 1 q m. Then it
follows from Lemma 3.5 that all nontrivial composition factors of the
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Q-module QV are natural. Since the embedding L ; Q is natural, all
nontrivial composition factors of the L-module LV : QV are natural. We
2now show that LV s L V. Indeed, otherwise there exists ¤ g V such that
2 2Ž .L¤ › L V. Therefore F¤ q LV rL V is a nontrivial L-module. But this
is not the case because this module is completely reducible and all
2composition factors are trivial. It follows that the L-module LV s L V
has no trivial composition factors, so LV is a sum of natural L-modules.
Note that LV is an L-submodule of LV. Therefore LV is a sum of
natural L-modules. It follows that LV is a sum of natural L-modules for
each L g G.
Let L s L ; L ; ??? ; L be a chain of algebras from G such that1 2 k
Ž . Ž .D L / D L for i s 1, . . . , k y 1. Then, by Lemma 2.5, the restrictioni iq1
Ž .of a natural L -module to L contains at least two nontrivial naturaliq1 i
composition factors. It follows that the restriction of a natural L -modulek
to L contains a direct sum of at least 2 ky1 natural L-modules. Since
dim LV is fixed, we conclude that k is bounded. Therefore one can
assume that our chain is maximal. Hence for each N g G with N = L wek
Ž . Ž .have D N s D L , so the embedding L : N is natural. Now, by Lemmak k
Ž .  < 44.1 ii , N s N g G L : N is a natural local system of L .k
Fix N g N such that there are nonisomorphic natural submodules in
NV. If such an algebra does not exist, fix arbitrary N g N. We have a
unique decomposition V s W 0 [ W 1 [ W 2 where NW 0 s 0, W 1 [ W 2N N N N N N
s NV, W i is a finite direct sum of isomorphic natural N-modules forN
i s 1, 2, and if W 2 / 0 then the irreducible submodules of W 1 are notN N
isomorphic to those of W 2. For each algebra M > N in N we have aN
similar decomposition V s W 0 [ W 1 [ W 2 . Moreover, one can assumeM M M
that W i : W i , W i x N : W 0 [ W i for i s 1, 2; and W 0 : W 0. Note thatN M M N N M N
W i : W i , i s 1, 2, for all M, L g N with N : M : L. SetM L
W i s W i : V , i s 1, 2,D M
M=N
W 0 s W 0 ; V .Ý M
M=N
0 1 2One easily checks that W , W , and W satisfy the required properties.
5. SIMPLE ASSOCIATIVE RINGS WITH MINIMAL
LEFT IDEALS
In this section we recall the structure of simple associative rings with
minimal left ideals. Observe that any such ring possesses a faithful irre-
ducible module; i.e., it is primiti¤e. Primitive rings with minimal left ideals
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w xare described in 11, Chap. IV and we shall expose this description at the
end of the section. First we recall some well-known simple facts which will
be used in Section 7. Throughout the section F is an arbitrary field.
LEMMA 5.1. Let V be a ¤ector space o¤er a field F and let A be a simple
associati¤e subalgebra of End V containing an element of finite rank. Then A
is primiti¤e.
Proof. Observe that A is finitary and, in particular, locally finite
dimensional. Let A be a non-nilpotent finite dimensional subalgebra of A.
Then there exist nontrivial composition factors in the A-module AV.
Denote by M a minimal submodule of AV containing a nontrivial compo-
sition factor. Let U be a maximal submodule of the A-module W s AM.
Set N s U l M. Since the A-module MrN contains a nontrivial composi-
tion factor, WrU is a faithful irreducible A-module.
LEMMA 5.2. Let V be a ¤ector space o¤er a field F and let A be an
irreducible associati¤e subalgebra of End V. Assume that A has an element of
finite rank. Then A has a minimal left ideal.
Proof. Since V is an irreducible A-module, the centralizer D of V is a
division F-algebra and V can be considered as a right vector space over D.
Let a g A be any element of minimal rank n over D. We shall prove that
the left ideal Aa is minimal. Fix any b s ca g Aa. It suffices to show that
 4xb s a for some x g A. Let e , . . . , e be a D-basis of aV. Observe that1 n
² :bV s caV s ce , . . . , ce . Since rk b G rk a, the elements ce , . . . , ceD1 n 1 n
are linearly independent over D. Hence, by Jacobson's density theorem,
Ž .there exists x g A such that xce s e for 1 F i F n. Therefore xca y a Vi i
s 0, so xb s xca s a, as required.
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let V be a ¤ector space o¤er a field F and let A be a
simple associati¤e subalgebra of End V containing an element of finite rank.
Then A is primiti¤e with minimal left ideals.
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2.
LEMMA 5.4. Let A be a simple associati¤e algebra with minimal left
ideals. Then A is a simple ring with minimal left ideals.
Ž wProof. This is obvious see, for instance, 11, Proposition 1.9.2 and Sect.
x.5.5 .
Let V be a right vector space over a division F-algebra D. Denote by
V U the set of all D-linear functions w : V “ D. Then V U is a left vector
space over D under the operations:
w q c ¤ s w¤ q c ¤ , dw ¤ s d w¤Ž . Ž . Ž .
for all ¤ g V, w, c g V U , and d g D.
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U DEFINITION 5.5. A subspace P of V is called total if Ann P s ¤ gV
4V N w¤ s 0 for all w g P s 0.
U Ž .Let P be a total subspace of V . Denote by F V, P the ring of all
transformations x g End V of the form
¤ ‹ e w ¤ q ??? qe w ¤ ,Ž . Ž .1 1 n n
Ž .where n is an integer, e , . . . , e g V, and w , . . . , w g P. Set F V s1 n 1 n
Ž U . Ž . Ž .F V, V . Note that F V is the ring of all finite-rank over D transfor-
mations of V.
w xTHEOREM 5.6 11, Sects. 4.9 and 4.15 . A ring A is isomorphic to a ring
Ž . UF V, P for some ¤ector space V and total subspace P of V if and only if A
is a simple ring with minimal left ideals.
We say that finite dimensional subspaces V X ; V and PX ; P are
compatible if dim V X s dim PX and Ann X PX s 0.V
LEMMA 5.7. Let P be a total subspace of V U. Then for any finite
dimensional subspaces V ; V and P ; P there exist compatible subspaces1 1
V X ; V and PX ; P such that V : V X and P : PX.1 1
Proof. Choose any V ; V compatible with P . Set V X s V q V .2 1 1 2
Since Ann P s 0, there exists a subspace PX = P of P compatible withV 1
XV .
Assume that V X and PX are compatible, k s dim V X s dim PX. Denote
Ž X X. n Ž . Xby F V , P the set of all transformations x ‹ Ý e w ¤ with e g Vis1 i i i
X Ž X X. Ž .and w g P . Then F V , P is a subalgebra of F V, P isomorphic to thei
Ž .algebra M D of all k = k matrices over D. We obtain the followingk
corollary from Lemma 5.7.
U Ž .COROLLARY 5.8. Let P be a total subspace of V . Then F V, P is the
Ž . Ž . Ž .direct limit of its subalgebras F V , P ( M D k s dim V where Vt t k t t tt
and P run o¤er all compatible pairs of subspaces in V and P.t
Ž X X. Ž Y Y . X YRemark 5.9. Observe that F V , P : F V , P if and only if V : V
and PX : PY. Moreover, the corresponding embedding is natural; that is,
Ž . Ž .one can identify these algebras with the matrix algebras M D and M Dk l
Ž . Ž .in such a way that any matrix M g M D maps to diag M, 0, . . . , 0 gk
Ž .M D .l
Assume that D has an involution d ‹ d . A function F: V = V “ D is
called a Hermitian form on V if
F ¤ q ¤ , w s F ¤ , w q F ¤ , w ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
F ¤d , w s F ¤ , w d ,Ž . Ž .
F w , ¤ s F ¤ , wŽ . Ž .
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Ž .for all ¤ , w g V and d g D. If we have F w, ¤ s y F ¤ , w instead ofŽ .
Ž .F w, ¤ s F ¤ , w , then F is called skew-Hermitian. We say that F is ofŽ .
the first kind, if the involution d ‹ d acts trivially on the center G of D;
otherwise we say that F is of the second kind. We shall call Hermitian
forms of the first kind orthogonal and skew-Hermitian those symplectic.
We say that F is unitary if it is a Hermitian form of the second kind.
Assume that F is nondegenerate. Denote by P the set of all functionsF
Ž . Uw : ¤ ‹ F ¤ , u . One easily checks that P is a total subspace of V .u F
Moreover, the map u ‹ w produces an isomorphism between the leftu
ŽD-spaces V and P V can be considered as a left vector space settingF
. Ž .d ¤ s ¤d for d g D and ¤ g V , so we shall denote the algebra F V, PF
Ž . Ž . U Ž .by F V, V . For each x g F V, V there exists a unique x g F V, VF F F
Ž . Ž U . Usuch that F x¤ , w s F ¤ , x w for all ¤ , w g V. The map x ‹ x is
called the adjoint map with respect to F.
w xTHEOREM 5.10 11, Sect. 4.12 . Let F be a nondegenerate Hermitian or
skew-Hermitian form on a ¤ector space V. Then the adjoint map x ‹ xU with
Ž .respect to F is an in¤olution of the ring F V, V . Con¤ersely, let A be aF
simple ring with minimal left ideals and an in¤olution. Then there exists a
¤ector space V with a nondegenerate Hermitian or skew-Hermitian form F
Ž .such that A can be realized as the ring F V, V with in¤olution gi¤en by theF
adjoint map with respect to F.
Let A be a ring with involution a . Then one can easily check that the
a Ž .  a 4set h A s a g A N a s ya is a Lie ring under the usual commutator.
Now assume we have a vector space V with a Hermitian or skew-Hermi-
tian form F. Then we define
fh V , F s x g F V N F x¤ , w q F ¤ , xw s 0 for all ¤ , w g V , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
fsh V , F s fh V , F , fh V , F .Ž . Ž . Ž .
The following is obvious.
PROPOSITION 5.11. Let V be a ¤ector space with a nondegenerate Hermi-
Ž .tian or skew-Hermitian form F and let a be the in¤olution of F V, VF
a Ž Ž .. Ž .gi¤en by the adjoint map with respect to F. Then h F V, V s fh V, F .F
6. FINITARY SIMPLE LIE ALGEBRAS
In this section we introduce certain classes of finitary simple Lie
w xalgebras. Throughout below G = F are arbitrary fields with G : F s 1, 2;
D is a finite dimensional central division G-algebra; and V is a right vector
space over D.
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Finitary Special Linear Algebras
Let G s F and let P be a total subspace of V U. The finitary general
Ž . Ž .linear algebra fg l V, P is the F-algebra F V, P under the usual Lie
U Ž . Ž U .commutator. If P s V , then we write fg l V instead of fg l V, V . For
Ž .each x g F V one can define its trace tr x g D as the trace of x on the
finite dimensional D-subspace xV. The finitary special linear algebra
Ž . Ž .fs l V, P is the set of all transformations x g fg l V, P with tr x g
w x Ž . Ž .D, D . Clearly, both fg l V, P and fs l V, P are finitary Lie algebras
over F.
U Ž . Ž .Assume that k s dim V is finite. Then P s V , fg l V, P ( gl D sk
Ž . Ž . Ž . w Ž . Ž .xM D , and fs l V, P ( sl D s M D , M D is a classical Lie alge-k k k k
IŽ . Ž . Ž .bra over F of type A D . Since F V, P s lim F V , P where V andt t t
P run over all compatible pairs of subspaces in V and P, we havet
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .fs l V, P s lim sl V , P with each sl V , P isomorphic to sl D ,t t t t kt
Ž .k s dim V . Moreover, in view of Remark 5.9, the algebras sl V , Pt t t t
Ž . Ž .form a natural local system we shall call it standard . We have fs l V, P
Ž .m F s lim L V , P withF t t
L V , P s sl V , P m F ( sl F .Ž . Ž . Ž .t t t t F nt
Ž .Recall that sl F is simple provided char F s 0 or char F s p andnt
< Ž . Ž .p ƒ n . If p n , then sl F contains an ideal I s F ? diag 1, . . . , 1 andt t n nt t
Ž . w xsl F rI is simple except in the case p s n s 2 10, Theorem 7 .n n tt t
Ž . Ž .Assume that L V , P ; L V , P . Since this embedding is natural, wet t r r
Ž .have n - n and I l I s 0. Therefore fs l V, P m F is simple. Itt r n n Ft r
Ž . IŽ .follows that fs l V, P is a central simple Lie algebra of type A D . Note
Ž . w Ž . Ž .xalso that fs l V, P s fg l V, P , fg l V, P , since this is true in the case
of finite dimension. We summarize the obtained results in the following
proposition.
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let F be a field, let D be a finite dimensional central
di¤ision algebra o¤er F, and let V be an infinite dimensional ¤ector space o¤er
D. Let P be a total subspace of V U. Then
Ž . Ž . w Ž . Ž .xi fs l V, P s F V, P , F V, P ;
Ž . Ž .ii fs l V, P is a central finitary simple Lie algebra o¤er F of type
IŽ .A D .
When V has infinite dimension V U has uncountably infinite dimension;
Ž . Ž U .and since fs l V s fs l V, V contains all transformations t : ¤ ‹xw
Ž . Ž .x w¤ with w¤ s 0, the dimension of fs l V is uncountably finite. There
is another finitary counterpart to the finitary special linear algebra which
remains to be countably dimensional for countably dimensional V; the
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Ž .stable special linear algebra sl D . This is best introduced in terms of‘
Ž . Ž .matrices. Every n = n matrix M can be extended to an n q 1 = n q 1
matrix M X by placing M in the upper left-hand corner of M X and then
bordering M with 0's. This gives us natural embeddings
sl D “ sl D “ ??? “ sl D “ ??? .Ž . Ž . Ž .2 3 n
Ž .The union of these algebras is then the stable special linear algebra sl D‘
and is countably dimensional. Let V be a countably dimensional space
 4 Uwith a basis E s e , e , . . . and let P be a subspace of V spanned by1 2
U  U U 4 Ž .E s e , e , . . . , the dual of the basis E. Then, clearly, fs l V, P (1 2
Ž .sl D .‘
Ž .PROPOSITION 6.2. The algebra fs l V, P has countable dimension if and
Ž .only if it is isomorphic to sl D .‘
Ž .  Ž .4Proof. Set L s fs V, P . Let sl V , P be the standard local systemt t
of L . Since dim L is countable, one can choose a chain of subalgebras
Ž . Ž . ‘ Ž .sl V , P ; sl V , P ; ??? such that L s D sl V , P . Observe1 1 2 2 is1 i i
that we have V ; V ; ??? . Therefore V s D‘ V has countable dimen-1 2 is1 i
 4sion. Now it is clear that one can choose a basis E s e , e , . . . of V and1 2
U  U U 4 Ua basis E s e , e , . . . of P such that E is the dual basis of E.1 2
Ž .Therefore L ( sl D , as required. The converse statement is obvious.‘
Finitary Special Unitary Algebras
Assume that D has an involution s : d ‹ d of the second kind; that is,
s acts nontrivially on the center G of D. Then G is a quadratic field
extension of the subfield F of s-invariant elements of G. Let F be a
Ž .unitary form on V. The finitary unitary algebra fu V, F is the set of all
Ž .transformations x g fg l V such that
F x¤ , w q F ¤ , xw s 0 for all ¤ , w g V .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .The finitary special unitary algebra fsu V, F is the set of all x g fu V, F
w x Ž . w Ž . Ž .xwith tr x g D, D . We also have fsu V, F s fu V, F , fu V, F be-
Ž . Ž .cause this is true for finite dimensional V. Both fu V, F and fsu V, F
 4are finitary Lie algebras over F. Assume that dim V is infinite. Let V bet
the set of all finite dimensional subspaces of V with nondegenerate
< H Hrestrictions F s F . For each V we have V s V [ V where V isVt t t t tt
the orthogonal complement to V with respect to F. Denote by L thet t
Ž . Halgebra of all elements x g fsu V, F with xV s 0. Clearly, L (t t
Ž .su V , F .t t
Ž .Let L be a finite dimensional subalgebra in fsu V, F . Note that
dim LV is finite. Since F is nondegenerate, there exists V containing LV.t
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Ž . HSince L ; fsu V, F , L leaves V invariant. As LV : V , we havet t
H  4LV s 0, so L : L . Therefore L is a local system of L . We shall callt t t
this local system standard. Note that L : L if and only if V : V .t t t t1 2 1 2
Moreover, if V : V , then the corresponding embedding of L (t t t1 2 1
Ž . Ž .su V , F into L ( su V , F is natural. As in the case of finitaryt t t t t1 1 2 2 2
Ž . wspecial linear algebras the algebras su V , F are quasisimple 10, Theo-t t
x Ž . Ž .rem 7 central simple if char F s 0 , so fsu V, F is central simple. We
obtain the following result.
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let F be a field and let D be a finite dimensional
di¤ision algebra o¤er F with in¤olution s of the second kind such that F
coincides with the set of central s-in¤ariant elements of D. Let V be an infinite
dimensional ¤ector space o¤er D and let F be a nondegenerate unitary form
on V. Then
Ž . Ž . w Ž . Ž .xi fsu V, F s fu V, F , fu V, F ;
Ž . Ž .ii fsu V, F is a central finitary simple Lie algebra o¤er F of type
IIŽ .A D .
Finitary Orthogonal and Finitary Symplectic Algebras
Let G s F and let C be a nondegenerate orthogonal form on V. The
Ž .finitary orthogonal algebra fo V, C is the set of all transformations x g
Ž .fg l V such that
C x¤ , w q C ¤ , xw s 0 for all ¤ , w g V .Ž . Ž .
If we have a nondegenerate symplectic form Q on V, then we obtain the
Ž .finitary symplectic algebra fsp V, Q . If char F / 2 and V is finite dimen-
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .sional, then fo V, C s o V, C and fsp V, Q s sp V, Q are classical
Ž .central simple except some small dimensions Lie algebras of types
Ž . Ž . w x Ž .BD D and C D , respectively 10, Lemma 7 . Both fo V, C and
Ž .fsp V, Q are finitary Lie algebras over F. As in the case of unitary
Ž . Ž .algebras, it is not difficult to show that fo V, C and fsp V, Q are direct
limits of finite dimensional central simple subalgebras L of the same typet
Ž Ž . Ž ..BD D or C D naturally embedded each into another. So we have the
following proposition.
PROPOSITION 6.4. Let F be a field of characteristic / 2. Let D be a finite
dimensional central di¤ision algebra o¤er F and let V be an infinite dimen-
sional ¤ector space o¤er D. Let C and Q be nondegenerate orthogonal and
Ž . Ž .symplectic forms on V. Then fo V, C and fsp V, Q are central finitary
Ž Ž . Ž ..simple Lie algebras o¤er F of types BD D or C D .
We conclude this section by the following result.
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PROPOSITION 6.5. Let V be a ¤ector space with a nondegenerate Hermi-
Ž .tian or skew-Hermitian form F. Then the algebra fsh V, F is countably
dimensional if and only if V is countably dimensional.
Ž .  4Proof. Let L s fsh V, F and let L be the standard local system oft
L . Assume that L is countably dimensional. Then one can choose a chain
of subalgebras L ; L ; ??? such that L s D‘ L . We have V ; Vt t is1 t t t1 2 i 1 2
; ??? , so V s D‘ V has countable dimension. The converse statementis1 t i
is obvious.
7. THE CLASSIFICATION
In this section we prove the main theorem.
Ž .LEMMA 7.1. Let L : fg l V be a finitary simple Lie algebra. Then V has
a faithful composition factor.
Ž w x.Proof. It is well known see, for instance, 2, 3.1 that simple locally
finite Lie algebras are not locally solvable, so L has a finite dimensional
Žsemisimple subalgebra S one can take a Levi subalgebra of any non-solva-
.ble finite dimensional subalgebra . Fix a nontrivial irreducible submodule
U of V. Let W be the L-submodule of V generated by U. By Zorn's
lemma, W has a maximal submodule. It remains to note that the relevant
factor module is nontrivial, as required.
wLet G = F be the centroid of L . Since L is simple, by 12, Theorem
x G10.1.1 , G is a field. Denote by L the algebra L considered over G.
Clearly, L G is simple.
Ž .LEMMA 7.2. Let V be a ¤ector space o¤er a field F. Let L ; fg l V be a
finitary simple Lie algebra and let G = F be the centroid of L . Assume that V
is irreducible. Then one can define an action of G on V compatible with that
Ž . Ž . Ž .of L , i.e, g x ¤ s x g ¤ s g x¤ for all g g G, x g L , and ¤ g V. More-
o¤er, the corresponding G-space V G is a finitary irreducible L G-module.
Ž . Ž . ŽProof. Denote by A L the subalgebra in U L generated by L this
Ž .. Ž .is an ideal of codimension 1 in U L . Clearly, A L inherits from L the
structure of a G-module. Let g g G and ¤ g V. Then the map l :g
Ž . Ž .u¤ ‹ g u ¤ with u running over A L is an endomorphism of V. More-
over, g ‹ l is a homomorphism of the field G into End V. So one cang F
define an action of G on V via g ¤ s l ¤ . Note that this action commutesg
with the action of L . Clearly, the relevant G-module V G is an irreducible
Gfinitary L -module.
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Ž . Ž .Observe that for all x g L and g g G we have g xV s x g V s xV.
w xTherefore G : F divides rk x s dim xV. So we have the following corol-
lary.
Ž .COROLLARY 7.3. Let L ; fg l V be an irreducible finitary simple Lie
w xalgebra and let G be the centroid of L . Then G : F is finite and di¤ides the
rank of any x g L .
Ž .Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let L ; fg l V be a finitary simple Lie algebra.
By Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2, one can assume that L is central and V is
irreducible. Then, by Theorem 4.4, there exists a natural local system N
for L and, for each L g N , LV is a finite direct sum of isomorphic
natural L-modules. Fixing an appropriate base in the root system of L,
one can assume that LV is a sum of standard L-modules. Denote by I and
Ž . Ž . Ž .I the annihilators of V in A L and A L , respectively. Set E s A L rIL
Ž . Ž .and E s A L rI . We have I s I l A L and E s lim E . Obviously,L L L L
Ž .I coincides with the annihilator of the standard L-module in A L .L
Therefore we can use Lemma 2.3. By this lemma, E is simple for eachL
L g N , so E is simple. Moreover, since E is finitary, by Proposition 5.3
and Lemma 5.4, E is a simple ring with minimal left ideals.
I w xAssume that L is of type A . Then L s E , E for each L, soL L
w x Ž .L s E, E . By Theorem 5.6, E is isomorphic to F U, P for some vector
space U over a skew field D and total subspace P of UU. Observe that D
Ž .is a finite dimensional division F-algebra isomorphic to D L . Indeed,
Ž . Ž .take any subalgebra A of F U, P isomorphic to M D for sufficientlyk
large k. D is isomorphic to a subalgebra of A and so acts by finitary
transformations on U. Since D is a division algebra, this implies that D is
finite dimensional. Now note that L contains a subalgebra isomorphic to
Ž . w x Ž .sl D s A, A . Therefore, by Lemma 2.8, D s D L . By Propositionk
Ž .6.1 i ,
w xL s E, E ( F U, P , F U, P s fs l U, P .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .It follows that L and fs l U, P are isomorphic as rings. It remains to
Ž .note that F is the centroid of L and, consequently, of fs l U, P .
Ž .Therefore L and fs l U, P are isomorphic as F-algebras.
Assume that L is not of type AI. Denote by a the standard involution
Ž . Ž .of A L . Observe that the restriction of a to A L is the standard
Ž . a ainvolution of A L . Therefore I s I , I s I, and all E and E inheritL L L
a Ž . Ž w a Ž . a Ž .xthe involution a . Since L s h E or L s h E , h E for L ofL L L
II . a Ž . Ž w a Ž . a Ž .xtype A for all L g N , we have L s h E or L s h E , h E for
II .L of type A . By Theorem 5.10, there exists a vector space U over a skew
Ž Ž ..field D as above D s D L with a nondegenerate Hermitian or skew-
Ž .Hermitian form F such that E can be realized as the ring F U, U withF
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involution given by the adjoint map with respect to F. Now, in view of
Ž . Ž Ž .Proposition 5.11, we have L s fh U, F or L s fsh U, F if L is of
II .type A . Assume that the form F is skew-Hermitian of the second kind;
i.e., the relevant involution d ‹ d of D acts nontrivially on the center of
D. Then one can find a nonzero central element d g D such that d s yd .
X Ž . Ž X. XSet F s d F. Then one can check that fh U, F s fh U, F and F is a
Hermitian form on U. So we can exclude skew-Hermitian forms of the
second kind from our consideration. Any other form is either unitary, or
orthogonal, of symplectic. It follows that L is isomorphic to either
Ž . Ž . Ž .fsu U,F , or fo U, F , or fsp U, F , respectively. The theorem follows.
ŽThe classification of all finitary simple Lie algebras not necessarily
.central can be obtained using the following.
PROPOSITION 7.4. Let K be a field and let F be a finite field extension of
K. Let L be one of the central finitary simple Lie F-algebras described in
Theorem 1.1. Denote by L K the algebra L considered o¤er the field K. Then
L K is finitary and simple. Moreo¤er, any finitary simple Lie algebra o¤er K
can be obtained in such a way.
K w xProof. The simplicity of L follows from 12, Theorem 10.1.3 . Now, if
M is a finitary simple Lie algebra over K, then, by Corollary 7.3, the
centroid G of M is a finite extension of K, so the proposition follows.
8. FINITARY MODULES
The aim of this section is to describe finitary modules for central finitary
simple Lie algebras.
Let V be a vector space. Let P be a total subspace of V U. Observe that
P can be viewed as a right vector space over the opposite skew field Dop.
Moreover, V, viewed as a left vector space over Dop, can be identified with
a subspace of PU setting ew s w e for all e g V and w g P. One can
Ž .check that V is total. So one can define the ring F P, V . This is exactly
the ring of all transformations of the right Dop-space P of the form
n Ž .w ‹ Ý w e w where e g V and w g P for i s 1, . . . , n.is1 i i i i
LEMMA 8.1. Let V be a ¤ector space, let P be a total subspace of V U , and
let F be a nondegenerate Hermitian or skew-Hermitian form on V. Then
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 the en¤eloping algebra of fs l V, P in End V is F V, P ;
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 the en¤eloping algebra of fs l V, P in End P is F P, V ;
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 the en¤eloping algebra of fsh V, F in End V is F V, V .F
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Ž . Ž .  4Proof. Let L ( fs l V, P or fsh V, F and let L be the standardt
Ž . Ž . Ž .local system of L . Recall that in cases 1 and 2 L s sl V , P wheret t t
w xV and P are compatible subspaces in V and P. By 12, Lemma 10.4.4 ,t t
Ž . Ž .the enveloping algebras of L in V and P are F V , P and F P , V ,t t t t t
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .respectively, so 1 and 2 follow. For case 3 we have L s sh V , Ft t t
< Hwith F s F . Let V be the orthogonal complement to V , i.e., V s VVt t t tt
H Ž H .[ V . One can extend F to V setting F V , V s 0. Let P be the sett t t t t
U Ž H.of all linear functions w g V with w V s 0. Note that P is the imaget t
U Ž . Ž .of V in V under the canonical map u ‹ w with w ¤ s F ¤ , u . Wet u u
have
L s sh V , F ; F V , P ( M D ,Ž . Ž . Ž .t t t t t kt
w xwhere k s dim V . By 12, Lemma 10.4.4 , the enveloping algebra of L ist t t
Ž .isomorphic to the full matrix algebra M D and so coincides withkt
Ž . Ž .F V , P . Therefore the enveloping algebra of fsh V, F in End V ist t
Ž .F V, V .F
THEOREM 8.2. Let V be a ¤ector space, let P be a total subspace of V U ,
and let F be a nondegenerate Hermitian or skew-Hermitian form on V. Let
Ž . Ž .L s fs l V, P or fsh V, F and let W be a finitary L-module, i.e., L ;
Ž . 0 1 2 0 1fg l W . Then W s W [ W [ W where L W s 0, the module W is a
2 Ž .finite direct sum of copies of V, and either W s 0 or L s fs l V, P and
W 2 is a finite direct sum of copies of P.
 4Proof. Let L be the standard local system of L . In view of Theoremt
4.4, one can assume that, for all t , L W is a finite direct sum oft
Ž . Ž .isomorphic natural L -modules. Let A L and A L by the augmenta-t t
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .tion ideals in U L and U L , respectively. We have A L s lim A L .t t
Ž . Ž .Set I s Ann W, I s Ann W, E s A L rI, and E s A L rI .AŽ L . t AŽL . t t tt
Ž .Clearly, I s I l A L ; E and E are the enveloping algebras of L andt t t
L in End W; and E s lim E . Assume that, for each t , L W is a sum oft t t
standard L -modules. Then I s Ann V, so I s Ann V. Thereforet t AŽL . AŽ L .t
the enveloping algebras of L in End W and End V are isomorphic. Hence,
Ž . Ž . Ž .by Lemma 8.1, E ( F V, P for L s fs l V, P and E ( F V, V forF
Ž . 0L s fsh V, F . Denote by E the algebra E considered as a ring. In both
cases E0 is primitive simple with minimal left ideals. Since E0W s W, by
w x 011, Theorem 4.14.1 , the E -module W is a direct sum of submodules
w x Žisomorphic to V. By 11, Proposition 1.9.2 see also Lemma 7.2 for the
. 0case of Lie algebras , the E -module V has the unique structure of an
E-module. It follows that W is a sum of E-modules isomorphic to V. Since
Ž . Ž .E : F W , this sum is finite. If L s fs l V, P and, for all t , L W is at
Ž .direct sum of modules dual to standard, then, by Lemma 8.1, E s F P, V ,
so W is a finite direct sum of modules isomorphic to P. The theorem
follows.
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9. REAL FINITARY SIMPLE LIE ALGEBRAS
The aim of this section is to prove Theorems 1.3 and 1.4, which describe
real finitary simple Lie algebras.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. By the Frobenius theorem, there are only three
finite dimensional division algebras over R: R, the field of complex
numbers C, and the algebra of quaternions H. The algebra R has no
nontrivial involutions. The algebras C and H have standard involutions
d s a q bi ‹ d s a y bi and d s a q bi q cj q dk ‹ d s a y bi y cj y
Ž  4  4dk, respectively. Here 1, i and 1, i, j, k are the standard bases of C and
.H, respectively. We shall denote both these involutions by s . Now, by
Theorem 1.1, any real finitary simple Lie algebra is isomorphic to one of
Ž . Ž IŽ .. Ž a . Ž IIŽ ..the following algebras: fs l V, P type A D , fsu V, F type A D ,
Ž a . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž a . Ž Ž . Ž ..fo V, C type BD D or C D , and fsp V, Q type BD D or C D ,
where V is a vector space over D s R, C, H; a is an involution of the
R-algebra D, F a, C a, and Qa are nondegenerate forms; and P is a total
subspace of V U. Consider the following cases:
Ž . Ž IŽ .. Ž .D s R. Then we have the algebras fs l V, P , type A R , fo V, C
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..type BD R , and fsp V, Q type C R .
D s C. Since the R-algebra C is not central and has only standard
Ž . IIŽ .involution which is of the second kind , we have only a A C -type
Ž s .algebra: fsu V, F .
D s H. Assume that a is a nonstandard involution of H. Then b :
Ž .d ‹ a d is an automorphism of the algebra H. Since H is central simple,
Ž .each automorphism of H is internal; i.e., there is q g H such that a d s
y1 y1 2Ž .qd q for all d g H, or, equivalently, a d s qd q . Since a s 1, one
a Žeasily checks that q s yq. Now let F be an orthogonal resp. symplec-
.tic form on a vector space V over H with respect to the involution a .
a Ž .Then F s F q is a symplectic resp. orthogonal form on V with respect
to the standard involution s of H. Indeed, we have, for all ¤ , w g V,
a a aF ¤ , w s F ¤ , w q s "a F w , ¤ q s "qF w , ¤ s .F w , ¤ .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Therefore we do not need to consider nonstandard involutions, so we get
Ž . Ž IŽ .. Ž s . Ž Ž ..the following algebras: fs l V, P type A H , fo V, C type C H ,
sŽ . Ž Ž ..and fsp V, Q type D H . The theorem follows.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let L be a central real finitary simple Lie
Ž .algebra of infinite countable dimension. We identify L with one of the
algebras in Theorem 1.3. Since L has countable dimension, by Proposi-
tions 6.2 and 6.5, the underlying space V has also countable dimension.
Ž . Ž .Moreover, sl R and sl H are unique countably dimensional algebras‘ ‘
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IŽ . IŽ .of types A R and A H , respectively. So one can assume that L
preserves a nondegenerate Hermitian or skew-Hermitian form F. We
shall consider the following cases:
Ž . Ž .a D s R, C, or H; and F is Hermitian unitary or orthogonal .
Ž . Ž .b D s R and F is skew-Hermitian symplectic .
Ž . Ž .c D s H and F is skew-Hermitian symplectic .
<Fix a chain V ; V ; ??? ; V ; ??? of subspaces in V such that F V1 2 n n
is nondegenerate and V s D‘ V . Set W s V . Let W be the orthogonalis1 i 0 1 i
Ž .complement to V in V , that is, V s V q W and F V , W s 0. Theni iq1 iq1 i i i i
‘ <V s [ W . Note that F is nondegenerate for all i G 0. Now let W beWiis0 i
a finite dimensional vector space over D s R, C, or H with a nondegener-
ate Hermitian or skew-Hermitian form F with respect to the standard
Ž w x.involution. By classical results see also 12, Sect. 10.7 , there exists a basis
 4 Ž . Ž . Ž .w , . . . , w of W such that in cases a , b , and c above we have,1 n
respectively,
Ž . Ž .a F w , w s "d , 1 F i, j F n;i j i j
Ž . Ž . Ž .b F w , w s 0 for all i and j, except F w , w s 1 for 1 F ii j 2 iy1 2 i
Ž .F nr2 n is even ;
Ž . Ž .c F w , w s qd , 1 F i, j F n, where q is any fixed element in Hi j i j
with q s yq.
Ž .Moreover, the numbers of y1 and 1 in case a are invariant. Choosing
such a basis in each W and reordering these basic vectors, one can get ai
 4 Ž Ž ..basis E s e , e , . . . , e , . . . of V such that the matrix F e , e of the1 2 n i j
Ž . Žform F in case a coincides with "I , k s 0, 1, 2, . . . , ‘ see the Introduc-k
. Ž . Ž .tion ; in case b coincides with J; and in case c coincides with qI. Since
the forms F and yF yield the same algebras, one can assume that the
Ž .matrix of F in case a is I for some k. Observe that for D s H allk
Ž .skew-Hermitian forms F are equivalent. Therefore in case c there exists
Ža basis of V such that the matrix of F is J since the form given by J is
.skew-Hermitian . We redenote this basis by E.
Ž .We identify the algebra M D with the corresponding set of finitary‘
Ž . ² :transformations of V with respect to the basis E . Set U s e , . . . , e Dn 1 2 n
H ² : Hand U s e , e , . . . . We have V s U [ U for all n G 1. Nown 2 nq1 2 nq2 n n
let x be a finitary transformation of V preserving the form F, that is,
F x¤ , w q F ¤ , xw s 0 for all ¤ , w g V . 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
Then there exists n such that xV : U . Since x preserves F, xU H: U H .n n n
H H Ž .As U l U s 0, we have xU s 0. It follows that x g M D . Let X andn n n ‘
B s I , J be the matrices of x and F with respect to the basis E. Thenk
Ž .condition 1 can be written in matrix form
X UB q BX s 0,
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U Ut twhere X s X for D s R and X s X for D s C, H. It follows that any
real finitary central simple Lie algebra of countable dimension is isomor-
Ž . Ž .phic to one of the algebras 1 ] 7 in the theorem.
It remains to show that the algebras described in the theorem are
pairwise nonisomorphic. In view of Proposition 4.3, it suffices to prove that
Ž . Ž . Ž .all algebras of the same series 2 , 4 , or 6 are pairwise nonisomorphic.
Ž . Ž . ŽSo assume that L s o R, k ( o R, l for some k - l the other series‘ ‘
.can be treated similarly . This means that L has two different natural
 4  4 Ž .local systems N s L and N s Q where L s o R, k , n ) 2k;1 n 2 m n n
Ž . Ž .Q s o R, l for l - ‘; and Q s o R, mr2 with m even and greaterm m m m
than 4 for l s ‘. Therefore there are integers m - n - mX with m ) 2 l
for l - ‘ and m ) 2k for l s ‘ such that Q ; L ; Q X . Since them n m
embedding Q ; Q X is natural, by Lemma 2.8, the embedding Q ; Lm m m n
Ž .is natural. Represent the latter algebra in the form L s h V, F where Fn
Ž .is a nondegenerate orthogonal form on V with inertia indices k, n y k
Ž .the numbers of y1 and 1 in the canonical matrix presentation . We have
a unique decomposition V s W [ U where W is a natural Q -module andm
<Q U s 0. Assume that F is degenerate. Then there exist w g W andWm
Ž .u g U such that F w, u / 0. Since Q W s W, there exist x g Q ; Lm m n
and wX g W such that w s xwX. Then
F xwX , u q F wX , xu s F w , u / 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .
It follows that x g L does not respect F, which contradicts the assump-n
< Ž .tion. Therefore F is nondegenerate. Let k , m y k be the inertiaW 1 1
Ž < .indices of this form. Clearly, k F k. Observe that Q : h W, F sW1 m
Ž . Žo R, k . Since the dimensions of these algebras coincide extending them 1
Ž . Žfield to C, we obtain the algebras isomorphic to o C with s s m m ys
. . Ž < . Ž . Ž .1 r2 , we have Q s h W, F ; i.e., either o R, l ( o R, k withWm m m 1
Ž . Ž .m ) 2 l ) 2k for l - ‘ or o R, mr2 ( o R, k with m ) 2k for1 m m 1 1
l s ‘. It follows from Jacobson's classification that both these isomor-
Ž Ž . Ž .phisms are impossible o R, q ( o R, q with p ) 4 if and only ifp 1 p 2
.either q s q or q s p y q . The theorem follows.1 2 1 2
10. FINITARY IRREDUCIBLE LIE ALGEBRAS
The aim of this section is to classify infinite dimensional finitary irre-
ducible Lie algebras over a field of characteristic 0. In fact the main result
Ž .Theorem 1.6 holds for any field of characteristic / 2 provided Theorems
Ž .1.1 and 8.2 for irreducible finitary modules are valid in the case of
positive odd characteristic.
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Let D be a finite dimensional division algebra over F and let V be a
Ž .right vector space over D. An element t g End V is called a transaction if
Ž . Uits rank the dimension of tV is 1; i.e., there exist u g V and w g V
Ž .such that t¤ s u w¤ for all ¤ g V. We shall write t s t . Note that weuw
Žuse the term ``transvection'' in a nonstandard way in the standard defini-
.tion one takes t y 1 rather than t . Recall that for a total subspace P of
U Ž .V the ring F V, P can be defined as
² < :F V , P s t u g V , w g P .Ž . Zuw
The following properties of transvections can be checked by the direct
calculations.
LEMMA 10.1. For all ¤ , u g V, w, c g P, and d g D we ha¤e
Ž .1 t s t q t ;¤qu , w ¤w uw
Ž .2 t s t q t ;u, wqc uw uc
Ž .3 t s t ;ud , w u, dw
Ž .4 t t s t s t . In particular t t s 0 if and only ifuw ¤c uŽw ¤ ., c u, Žw ¤ .c uw ¤c
w¤ s 0.
Ž .Note that any element x g F V, P can be represented as a sum of
n s rk x transvections.
Ž .LEMMA 10.2. Let x g F V, P and let n s rk x. Assume that x is
represented as a sum of n trans¤ections x s t q ??? qt . Thenu w u w1 1 n n
Ž .1 u , . . . , u are linearly independent o¤er D;1 n
Ž .2 w , . . . , w are linearly independent o¤er D;1 n
Ž .3 w , . . . , w g P.1 n
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 and 2 are obvious. Since x g F V, P , it can be repre-
sented in the form x s t q ??? qt with c , . . . , m g P. Using¤ c ¤ c 1 m1 1 m m
Ž . Ž .Lemma 10.1 1 ] 3 , one can assume that ¤ , . . . , ¤ and c , . . . , c are1 m 1 m
linearly independent. Therefore
² : ² :¤ , . . . , ¤ s xV s u , . . . , u .D D1 m 1 n
Representing each ¤ as a linear combination of the u and using Lemmai j
10.1, we have that x s t q ??? qt with u , . . . , u g P. Thereforeu u u u 1 n1 1 n n
t q ??? qt s 0. This implies w s u g P for all i.u , w yu u , w yu i i1 1 1 n n n
PROPOSITION 10.3. Let V be an infinite dimensional ¤ector space o¤er D
and let P be a total subspace of V U. Let x be a finitary endomorphism of V as
w Ž .x Ž . Ž .an F-space. Assume that x, F V, P : F V, P . Then x g F V, P . More-
w Ž .xo¤er, if x, F V, P s 0, then x s 0.
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Proof. Assume that x / 0. First we show that x is D-linear. Since x is
Ž .finitary and D is finite-dimensional, there exists u g V such that x uD s
Ž .0. Indeed, it suffices to take any u g l Ker x d . Let w g P. Setd g D
t s x , t s xt y t x s yt x .uw uw uw uw
By assumption, t is D-linear. Therefore for all ¤ g V and d g D we have
0 s t ¤d y t ¤ d s yt x ¤d q t x¤ d s uw x¤ d y x ¤d .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .uw uw
Ž . Ž .Since w can be taken arbitrarily in P and P is total, x¤ d s x ¤d , as
desired.
Since x is finitary and D-linear, x can be represented in the form
x s t q ??? qt where all u , . . . , u and w , . . . , w are linearly inde-u w u w 1 n 1 n1 1 n n
pendent over D. It suffices to show that w g P for all i s 1, . . . , n.i
Without loss of generality we can restrict ourselves to the case i s 1. Take
u g V and w g P such that w u s ??? s w u s 0, wu s 1, and wu s1 n 1 2
w x??? s wu s 0. Then it is not difficult to check that x, t s yt t sn uw uw u w1 1
Ž . Ž .yt . Now, by Lemma 10.1 3 , t g F V, P if and only if w g P, asuw uw 11 1
w x w Ž .xrequired. Observe that x, t / 0. Therefore x, F V, P s 0 impliesuw
x s 0. The proposition follows.
w xProof of Theorem 1.6. By 14, 15 , L has a unique minimal ideal M.
ww Ž4. Ž1. x Ž w xMoreover, M is simple and M s L , L , L M s L , L if char F
. w xs 0 . Since M is an ideal of L , by 13 , V is an irreducible M-module. Let
D be the centralizer of the M-module V. We have D : D. Let G be the1 1
centroid of M. Denote by M G the Lie ring M considered as a G-algebra.
The algebra M G is central simple. By Lemma 7.2, V respects the action of
G, so G : D . By Theorem 8.2, V is the standard M G-module. Therefore1
Ž .G GE s E s F V , P where E and E are the enveloping rings of MM M 1 M M
and M G, respectively; V is the abelian group V considered as a D -space;1 1
U w xand P is a total subspace of V . Since M is an ideal, x, E : E for all1 M M
x g L . Therefore, by Proposition 10.3, L : E . It follows that D s D andM 1
Ž . I Ž .E s E s F V, P . If M is of type A , then M s fs l V, P , so we getL M
Ž .1 . Assume now that M preserves a Hermitian or skew-Hermitian form
Ž . a Ž .F, i.e., M s fsh V, F s sh E where a is the relevant involution ofM
w xE . Let x g L and y g M. Since y and z s x, y lie in M , we haveM
y a s yy and z a s yz. Therefore
aa a aw xx q x , y s xy q x y y yx y yx s xy y yx q xy y yxŽ . Ž .
s z q z a s 0.
w a x w a xIt follows that x q x , M s 0, so x q x , E s 0. Now, by PropositionM
a a Ž . a Ž .10.3, x q x s 0, so x s yx . Therefore L : fh V, F s h E and weM
Ž . Ž . Ž . w xget 2 , 3 , or 4 . If M s L , L is central over F, then the codimensions
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Ž . Ž . Ž s . Ž a .of fs l V, P in fg l V, P and of fsu V, F in fu V, F are equal to
1, since this is true in the finite dimensional case. Therefore either
w x Ž . Ž s .L s L , L is simple or L s fg l V, P or fu V, F . The theorem
follows.
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